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Abstract
Single-Electron Transistors (SET’s) are often discussed as elements 
of nanometer scale electronic circuits because they can be made 
very small and they can detect the motion of individual electrons. 
However, SET’s have low voltage gain, high output impedances, 
and are sensitive to random background charges. This makes it 
unlikely that single-electron transistors would ever replace Field-
Effect Transistors (FET’s) in applications where large voltage 
gain or low output impedance is necessary. The most promising 
applications for SET’s are charge-sensing applications such as the 
readout of few electron memories, the readout of charge-coupled 
devices, and precision charge measurements in metrology.
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I. Introduction 
Single-electron transistors [1], have been made with critical 
dimensions of just a few nanometers using metals, [2] 
semiconductors [3], carbon nanotubes [4], and individual 
molecules [5-7]. Some of the smallest transistors operate at room 
temperature. In this paper, first some basics of single-electron 
transistors are introduced and then a few different kinds of SET. 
The real problems preventing the use of SET’s in most applications 
are the low gain, the high output impedance, and the background 
charges. Each of these problems is discussed and the circuits where 
SET’s show the most promise are described. The hybridization 
of single-electron transistor (SET) with CMOS technology has 
attracted much attention [8-9]. Such integration can offer new 
functionalities, which are very difficult to achieve either by pure 
CMOS or by pure SET approaches. As a result, silicon SETs 
are appearing to be more promising than metallic SETs for their 
possible integrationwith CMOS. SETs are normally studied on 
the basis of the classical orthodox theory [10], where quantization 
of energy states in the island is completely ignored. Though this 
assumption greatly simplifies the physics involved, it is valid only 
when the SET is made of metallic island. As one cannot neglect 
the energy quantization in a semiconductive island, it is extremely 
important to study the effects of energy quantization on silicon 
SET logic performance. It is found that energy quantization mainly 
alters the Coulomb blockade.

II. The Physics of SET 
A single-electron transistor consists of a small conducting 
island coupled to source and drain leads by tunnel junctions and 
capacitively coupled to one or more gates. The geometry of a SET 
is shown in fig. 1(a) and the equivalent electrical circuit is shown 
in fig. 1(b). A stray capacitance C0 from the island to ground and 
a random background charge on the island Q0 are also included in 
the model. There are two gates in the equivalent circuit because 
two gates are often used in practice. For example, one gate can 
be used to tune the background charge while the other is used as 
the input of the SET. A straightforward electrostatic calculation 
shows that the voltage of the island as a function of the number 
of electrons on the island is, 

V(n) = (-ne + Q0 + C1V1 + C2V2 + Cg1Vg1 + Cg2Vg2)/CΣ.         [1]

Fig. 1 (a): The Geometry of a SET with Two Gates

Fig. 1(b): The Equivalent Circuit for a SET

Here, n is the number of electrons on the island, e is the positive 
elementary charge, and CΣ is the total capacitance of the island 
CΣ = C1 + C2 + Cg1 + Cg2 + C0. The energy it takes to move an 
infinitesimally small charge dq from ground at a potential V = 0 
to the island is Vdq. As soon as charge is added to the island, the 
voltage of the island changes. The energy needed to take a whole 
electron from ground and put it on the island is,                              

CΣ              [2]
Here n is the number of electrons on the island before the final 
electron is added. The term Ec = e2/(2CΣ) is called the charging 
energy and it sets the energy scale for single-electron effects. The 
charging energy is typically in the range 1 - 100 meV. 
There are four single-electron tunneling events that can take 
place. An electron can tunnel left through junction 1, right through 
junction 1, left through junction 2 or right through junction 2. The 
energies associated with these four tunnel events can be calculated 
using Eq. 2, 
ΔE1R = eV1 - eV(n) + Ec, ΔE1L = -eV1 + eV(n) + Ec            [3] 
ΔE2R = -eV2 + eV(n) + Ec, ΔE2L = eV2 -eV(n) + Ec                    [4]
If any of these energies are negative, an electron will tunnel. If 
all four of these energies are positive, a condition known as the 
Coulomb blockade is achieved and no electrons will tunnel. The 
switching action of even the smallest MOSFET is achieved by 
turning the channel region on or off by the voltage applied to the 
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gate. The device operation can be described by using classical 
solid-state physics.
However, when the dimensions of the active regions are shrunk 
further, the electrons are confined to a small volume and quantum 
mechanical effects become significant.In the limit, when these 
electrons communicate with the electrodes by tunneling, one has a 
device that can turn on and off every time a single electron is added 
to it. Various structures have been made in the past two decades 
in which electrons are confined to small volumes in metals or 
semiconductors. Perhaps not surprisingly, there is a deep analogy 
between such confined electrons and atoms. Whereas natural 
atoms are studied by adding, removing, or exciting electrons with 
light, these artificial atoms typically have such small energy scales 
that they are best studied by measuring the voltage and current 
resulting from tunneling between the artificial atom and nearby 
electrodes.                                    

III. Problems in SET Implementation

A. Lithography Techniques
The first biggest problem with all single-electron logic devices 
is the requirement Ec~100kBT, which in practice means sub-
nanometer island size for room temperature operation. In VLSI 
circuits, this fabrication technology level is very difficult. 
Moreover, even if these islands are fabricated by any sort of 
nanolithography, their shape will hardly be absolutely regular. 
Since in such small conductors the quantum kinetic energy gives a 
dominant contribution to the electron addition energy (Ek >> Ec,), 
even small variations in island shape will lead to unpredictable 
and rather substantial variations in the spectrum of energy levels 
and hence in the device switching thresholds.

B. Background Charge
The second major problem with single-electron logic circuits is the 
infamous randomness of the Background charge. A single charged 
impurity trapped in the insulating environment polarizes the island, 
creating on its surface an image charge Q0 of the order of e. This 
charge is effectively subtracted from the external charge Qe.

C. Cotunneling
The essence of the effect is that the tunneling of several (N>1) 
electrons through different barriers at the same time is possible 
as a single coherent quantum-mechanical process. The rate of 
this process is crudely (RQ/R)N-1 times less than that for the 
single-electron tunneling described by the orthodox theory.
The cotunneling can nevertheless be clearly observed within 
the Coulomb blockade range where orthodox tunneling is 
suppressed.

D. Room Temperature Operation
The first major problem with all the known types of single-
electron logic devices is the requirement Ec ~ 100 kBT, which in 
practice means sub-nanometer island size for room temperature 
operation. In such small conductors the quantum kinetic energy 
gives a dominant contribution to the electron addition energy 
even small variations in island shape will lead to unpredictable 
and rather substantial variations in the spectrum of energy levels 
and hence in the device switching thresholds.

E. Linking SETs with the Outside Environment
The individual structures patterns which function as logic circuits 
must be arranged  into larger 2D patterns. There are two ideas. 
The first is to integrating SET as well as related equipments with 
the existed MOSFET, this is attractive because it can increase 
the integrating density. The second option is to give up linking 
by wire, instead utilizing the static electronic force between the 
basic clusters to form a circuit linked by clusters, which is called 
Quantum Cellular Automata (QCA). The advantage of QCA is 
its fast information transfer velocity between cells (almost near 
optic velocity) via electrostatic interactions only, no wire is needed 
between arrays and the size of each cell can be as small as 2.5nm, 
this made them very suitable for high density memory and the 
next generation quantum computer.

IV. Conclusions
Single-electron transistors are the most sensitive charge-measuring 
devices presently available. They have become an important tool in 
the field of fundamental measurements. The fact that most SET’s 
only perform at low temperature is not seen as a disadvantage for 
fundamental measurements because these measurements are often 
performed at low temperature anyway to reduce noise. In fact, 
very low temperature operation (less than 100 mK) is seen as an 
advantage because many semiconducting devices don’t work in 
this temperature range. However for mass-market applications, 
room temperature operation is necessary. The SET’s that operate 
at room temperature have the problems of low gain, high output 
impedance, and background charges. No room temperature SET 
logic or memory scheme is now widely accepted as being practical. 
The most promising room temperature applications for SET’s 
are in charge sensing circuits where the problems of low gain, 
high output impedance, and background charges can be solved 
by integrating SET’s with field-effect transistors.
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